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ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations were conducted in the NASA/
MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel during early December 1971 on
0.003366 scale models of the MSFC space shuttle pressure fed booster con-
figurations. The basic configurations tested were a 400 cone/cylinder/130
flare designated the MSFC Pressure Fed Booster and a 350 cone/cylinder
designated the MSFC Pressure Fed Booster Configuration X. Six component
aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded over a Mach number
range from 0.6 to 5.0 at angles of attack from +20 to +600 at 00 sideslip and
over a sideslip range from -10 ° to +1 00 at 310 and 520 angles of attack.
Primary configuration variables for the two basic pressure fed booster con-
figurations were fin size and fin dihedral position.
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Two basic NASA/MSFC Pressure Fed Space Shuttle Boosters have been aerodyna-
mically investigated to determine their aerodynamic static stability char-
acteristics at high angles of attack. The boosters are designated the MSFC
Pressure Fed Booster and the MSFC Pressure Fed Booster Configuration X.
Parametric data over the Mach number range of 0.6 to 5.0 at angles of attack
from 200 to 600° were obtained primarily for fin size and fin dihedral posi-




Two basic pressure fed booster configurations were investigated: a 40 °
cone/cylinder/130 flare designated the MSFC Pressure Fed Booster and a 350
cone/cylinder designated the MSFC Pressure Fed Booster Configuration X.
Component configuration symbols and descriptions are listed as follows:
Symbol Des criptions
N B 1 MSFC Pressure Fed Booster body with 400 conical
nose, 27 ft. diameter full scale cylindrical body
and 130 aft flare. Full scale length is 178.8 ft.
Five rocket engines shown in Figure 3
located on the base.
F 2 Two 250 sq. ft. full scale fins located at various
dihedral positions on the flare of N 1 B 1 . Fin
dihedral positions are shown in Fig. 11.
F 3 One 250 sq. ft. full scale fin located vertically
on the lower surface of the flare of N 1 B 1 (Fig. 4).
F 4 One 600 sq. ft. full scale fin located vertically
on the lower surface of the flare of N 1B 1 (Fig. 5).
F 6 Two 600 sq. ft. full scale fins located at various
dihedral positions on the flare of N 1 B 1 . Fin
dihedral positions are shown in Fig. 11.
TS Number 120 carborundum transition strip 0.075 in.
wide located longitudinally on N 1 B 1 . Transition
strip location is shown in Fig. 6.
N. B. MSFC Pressure Fed Booster Configuration X body
with 350 conical nose and 41 ft. diameter full scale
cylindrical body. Full scale length is 145 ft. (Fig. 9)
F Two 672 sq. ft. full scale fins located at various
F7 dihedral positions on the aft end of N 2B z . Fin
dihedral positions are shown in Fig. 10.
Model dimensional information for these components is given in the model






I DATA SET SCHD. PARAMET/VALtJ NO. UMBERS (OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDEZT VARIABLE)CONFIGURATION ofIDENTIFIEBR CONFIGVRATNc8 r RUNS 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.46 1.96 2.74 3.5 4.96
R 001 NBl A O 02/C )004/C 065/C
002 -B - 66/c
_ 003 NB1 F2 A 0 30 13 9/2/C_ _i/
_ 004 B O 3 1 :C 1/
0055 C _ 2 )14/ _ )15/ 
_ oo6 _ 30C _ 18/ 7/ 16/.
_O_ 
_ 
NBF6 A 0 3 2/ 41/ 343/
008 _ B 3 _ 0/0 72/0 te
CA
0o9. 0o c _ 2 )46/ _ ?/ 
_ 010 OC . 3o c_
.011 N1 B1 F2 A O O1 _0/d z
012 B 0 _ 1 29
.013 1 B1 lF2F3 30 C 1 31/ i
014 NlB1 F6 AOi i  o 3 )36/( 35L/_ )34/(
015 . BO 2 D37 3 38/_
016- Nl1 BF6F4 C 1
017 N1 BlF2 A O 45 __ 17/o
018 o _ 1 28/
_ 19O 301 26/
_ 020 o - 5 C ' _ 15/
1 7 13 19 25 31 17 43 49 55 61 67 7576.
CLM CC Y. . CB L Y CN CA AB CAF C A C X CP I .10I
COEFFICIENTS: A: a = 200 to 40 °
-DPVAR(1)I IDPVAR(2)INDV
a or B B: ca= 400 to 600









* DATA SET SCHD. PAAMETES/VAIES NO. OR AL09ER NATE I DEPENDENT VAR.RT 
'IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION of
aI _B r RUNS o.6 0.8 .1.0 1.1 1.2 .46 .96 2.74 3.5 1
R54 021 NB1 F6 A 5 o54/L 53/C 052/ 59/ D69/c
022 B 0_ 4 55/C 056/ 58/ 68/L 023 3 __530 4c o5/ 1 / /
024 l/ 50C 4 349/ c o48/ )61/(
.025 NllLF2F3 30 C 30 3 024/ 23/ 022/ .
026 t 50 C 3 019/( D20/C 021/
027 N1B 1 F2 D 0 0 1 032/ 





EDPVAR(1)I IDPVAR (2)INDVA: a = 20° to 40°
B: a = 40° to 60 °
C: -= -10 ° to 10 °
I: a = 30 ° to 40 ° NASASPFC-AF
' ' ' T - 1' .-. .~ .... v ,Cu, ,,J o ICB. 1o,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~q.N --,c, ,-, ,c , -0Y CAB ¢* , C-.o ,xc , I_ _, iXCPlolII,, 
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, ATA SET SCHD. PA/VAEsN0. C NUMBERS (OR ALTERNATE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE
CONFIGURATION ofbIDENTIFIESt COFI I aQ r RUNS 0.6 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 .46 .96 2.4 3.5 4.96
R54 029 N2 B' A O - 2 /94C _ 5/0
_ 030 _ B O - 5 93/C 92/0 085/ TV o73/
031 N2B2F7 BO 45 2 6/( o75/
o32 50c 45 2 o/ 
o033 B O 30 5 )o/c -91/0 86/Co/ o81/
'034 _5 c 3 5 / /o 
035 _ B O O 2 _ / 3/
= 35, . '__ no o =- 2 ====
LM C. , IC, ICBL I I . I C.N C CAB . CA CAC IXC... ..... 1.-.. -
COEFICENTS: A: a = 20 to 4o =I'DPVAR(1) IDPVAR(2)iNDV
a or 8 B: a = 400 to 600






The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is on inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing.st Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 180 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 200 (±100). Sting offsets are





REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE
MACH NUMBER ' per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 6.4 x 10 6 /ft. 5.55 99
0.9 6.9 x 10 /ft. 8.05 99
1.1 6.6 x 10 6 /ft. 8.74 100
1.2 6.7 x 10 6 /ft. 9.15 100
1.96 7.1 x 10 6 /ft. 10.2 99
2,74 5.2 x 10 6 /ft. 6.38 100
4.96 5.8 x 10b/ft. 3.25 99















Six component force and moment data were recorded using an internal
strain gage balance. Aerodynamic coefficients were calculated for the body
and stability axis reference systems. Data reduction included an axial force
static tare, and where applicable a blade sting slot correction to the balance
recorded data. Base and cavity pressures were measured to determine base
axial force and a sting cavity axial force correction. The model reference
dimensions utilized in reducing the data are listed below:
MSFC Pressure Fed Booster
Sref Booster Body (N1 B 1 ) cylinder cross sectional area = 0.933 in.2
ref = bref = Booster body (N 1 B 1 ) length: from nose to aft end of 130
flare = 7.223 in.
The moment reference center (MRC) is on a line coincident with the body
longitudinal centerline 60 percent of the body length aft of the nose.
MRC = 60% body length aft of nose = 4.334 in.
The moment reference center location is shown in Fig. 3
MSFC Pressure Fed Booster Configuration X
ref = Booster body (N 2 B 2 ) cylinder cross sectional area = 2.159 in.2
ref = bref = Booster body (N 2 B 2 ) length: from nose to aft end of
cylinder = 5.859 in.
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The moment reference center (MRC) is on a line coincident with the body
longitudinal centerline 60 percent of the body length aft of the nose.
MRC = 60% body length aft of nose = 3.515 in.
The moment reference center location is shown in Fig. 9
Two base pressures and one cavity pressure were recorded and used to
determine base axial force CA and a cavity correction to total axial force
B
CP 1 AB 1
B ref
CAT = CAT bal
+







Base and cavity areas for the two basic booster configurations are listed below.
The base areas listed for NlBl were used for all configurations fins on and
fins off. The base area of the fins was added to AB for configuration X
runs with fins on.
Base pressure 1 was located on the upper half of the body base and base
pressure 2 was located on the lower half of the body base. For configuration X
runs with fins on base pressure 1 was located at the juncture of the left fin
with the body base.
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Configuration A (in. ) AB (in. ) AC (in. ) Planview
B1 2 Blade Cutout
Area (in.2 )
N1BI 0.5466 0.6525 0.3673 0.1628
N2B2 0.7250 0.7250 0.4069 -




TABLE II. SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
SADSAC NOMIENC LTI 2Z
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WILND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force CA
CAB Base Axial Force CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE
;L Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force CN
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
Cj Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio - L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF
on
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTiED
COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS
TITLE SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
Effects of Fin Size and 30 Degree Dihedral - (A) Configuration 1-30
Longitudinal Characteristics
Effects of Fin Size and 30 Degree Dihedral - (B) Alpha & Configuration 31-38
Lateral-Directional Characteristics
Effects of Fin Size and 0 Degree Dihedral - (A) Configuration 39-48
Longitudinal Characteristics
Effects of Fin Size and 0 Degree Dihedral - (B) Configuration 49-52
Lateral-Directional Characteristics
Effects of Fin Size and 45 Degree Dihedral - (A) Configuration 53-62
Longitudinal Characteristics
Effects of Fin Size and 45 Degree Dihedral - (B) Alpha & Configuration 63-66
Lateral-Directional Characteristics
Effects of Transition Strip - 0.6 Mach Number (C) Configuration 67-72
NlB1 - Effects of Mach Number - Longitudinal (D) Mach Number 73-94
Characteristics
Effects of Mach Number on Lateral-Directional (B) Mach Number 95-98
Characteristics
Effects of Mach Number on Lateral-Directional (B) Mach Number 99-102
Characteristics
Effect of Dihedral - NlBlF6 - Longitudinal (A) Dihedral 103-142
Characteristics
Effect of Dihedral - NlBlF6 - Lateral- (B) Dihedral & Alpha 143-150
Directional Characteristics
A-




TITLE --- SCHEDULE VARYING PAGES
Effects of Mach Number - NlB1F6 - Lateral- (E) Mach Number 151-158
Directional Characteristics-Alpha = 30
Effects of Mach Number - NlBlF6 - Lateral- (E) Mach Number 159-166
Directional Characteristics-Alpha = 50
Effects of Mach Number - NiBiF6 - Longitudinal (E) Mach Number 167-177
Characteristics
Effects of Mach Number - N1BlF2 - Lateral- (B) Mach Number 178-181
Directional Characteristics-Alpha = 30
Effects of Mach Number - N2B2 - Longitudinal (D) Mach Number 182-192
Characteristics
Effects of Dihedral - N2B2F7 - Longitudinal (A) Dihedral 193-212 
Characteristics
Effects of Dihedral - N2B2F7 - Lateral- (B) Dihedral 213-220
Directional Characteristics
Effects of Mach Number - N2B2F7 - Longitudinal (D) Mach Number 221-231
Characteristics
Effects of Mach Number - N2B2F7 - Lateral- (E) Mach Number 232-239
Directional Characteristics
Note: See next page for Plotted Coefficients Schedule.
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(Continued)
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:
(A) CL, CD, L/D, CA, CN, CIM, CN/A, CLM/A, XAC vs. ALPHA
CN vs. CIM
(B) CY, CYN & CBL vs. BETA
CYN vs. CY
(C) CN, CLM, CA, CY, CYN & CBL vs. ALPHA
(D) CL, CD, L/D, CA, CAB, CN, CLM, CN/A, CI/A & XAC vs. ALPHA
CN vs. CIM
(E) CY, CYN, & CBL vs. BETA
CYN vs. CY
D(CY)/DB, D(CYN)/DB, D(CBL)/DB & XAC vs. MACH
Notes:
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability














Fig.re 1. Axis systems, snowiug direction and sense of force and










Figure 2. MSFC P r e s s u r e Fed Booster Model Installed 
in MSFC Tr i son ic Wind Tunnel 
ol1- ;
MSFC Pressure Fed Booster








Figure 5 - Fins F4, F6
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Transition strip No. 120 carborundum grit u
cv
Figure. 6 - Transition Strip
0.231 R
r\ % 0.150 R
0.481
Figure. i7 - Rocket.Engin




Figure 8. MSFC P r e s s u r e Fed Booste 
0.003366 Scale Model 





Figure 10- Fins F7
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I-
iF2, F6, F7 30 ° Dihedral
F2, F6, F7 00 Dihedral
FZ, F6, F7 45 ° Dihedral
F3, F4 Fin Vertical




MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - NIB 
GENERAL DESCRIPTfON: MSFC Pressure-Fed Booster Body with 40 degree















Base Flare Angle, Degrees
























MODEL COMPONENT: FINS - F2. F3







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord


















MODEL COMPONENT: FINS - F4, F6







Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chordL'
At Outb'd equlv. chord

















MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - NZB2
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: MSFC Pressure-Fed Booster body configuration X





















Conical Nose Angle, Degrees
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MODEL COMPONENT: FINS - F7
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Fine for NISFC Pressure Fed Booster Configuration X
DRAWING NUMBER:
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE
Area , 672 ft 2
Span (equivalent)
Inb'd equivalent chord
Outb'd equivalent chord 12.0 ft.
Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind. X;-axis on the body X, Z-plane 'and
the body X-axis; degrees
P BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated .toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; i/sec, ft/sec
V Speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI dynamic pressure; 1/2PV2 psi, psf
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
·p static pressure; psi
p total. pressure; psi
Cp CP pressure coefficient.; (p-p~a)/q
33
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NOM~CLAATRE (Continued).
Reference & C. o. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL S. YMOL DFDINTION
S wing area; m2, ft2
S BRESF reference area; m2, ft2
Bc wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see re or LREF)
rTef 18ff reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a)
bref BRE wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; p 2, t2, in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis

























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis
















CN Cm normal force coefficient; FNP/q
CA CA axial force coeflicient; FA/qS
C CAB bao e .al force coefficient;
CAb ,'[-1 (Pb - PWq)/ ] (Ab/S)
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
Cn CYg yawing moment coefficient; MZ/q8 bref
CL CBL rolling moment coefficient; MX qS bref
Comm to Both Axis Systems
Cm C1M pitchbing moment coefficient; My/qS lref
Cy CY ide force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System.
CL CL lift force coefficient;. PFqS
CD CD drag force coefficient; F/JqS
CDB base drag coefficient
Cpf~ CDF forebody drag oefficient; CD - CDb
Cn1 CLI yavng moment coefficient; MZs/qS bref
C1 CBL rolling moent coefficient; MX, /qS bref
L/D lfD ift-to-drag ratio; C/CD






it HORIZT horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees
6 symmetrical surface deflection angle; degrees;
positive deflections are:
AILROM aileron - total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
CANARD canard - trailing edge down
ELEVCK elevon - trailing edge down
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down
FLAP' flap - trailing edge down
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left
SPOIIR spoiler - trailing edge down
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect
to control surface
6 | antisynmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
AIL-L left aileron - trailing edge down
AIL-R right aileron - trailing edge down
ELVN-L left elevon - trailing edge down
ELVN-R right elevon - trailing edge down
SPLR-L ·left spoiler - trailing edge down






e elevator or elevon
f flap








normal force coefficient local slope;
per degree.
pitching moment coefficient local
slope, per degree.
8a c. local XAC
D( CY)/DB
D(CYN)/DB
local longitudinal center of pressure,
local pitching moment coefficient slope
divided by the local normal force coef-
ficient slope, XAC - (CN/A)/CIM/A.
Derivative of slide force coefficient with
respect to Beta (Beta = ±50); per degree.
Derivative of yawing moment coefficient




Derivative of rolling moment coefficient
with respect to Beta (Beta = *50); per
degree.
local lateral center of pressure. Derivative
of yawing moment coefficient with respect











TABULA TED DATA LISTING
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of alldatasets containing all resident or selected
aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as the
above mentioned information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following
organizations:
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
NASA MSFC Mr. J. Weaver
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the
cognizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. W. R. Morgan
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division






EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS








MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBi
MSFC 518 "SFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2




















































OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE
1. o0 
0.5
o a t0 1I tO 25
ANGLE OF 4
DATA SET SYNS4.L CONFIGURATIIN DESCRIPTIG4
(K54901) D MSFC 5s. HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB
(154903) I MSFC 581 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBtF2
(K54907) 0 MSFC Si NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACH

































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
S O1
II , 1 I
=I!= 1111
i/Y
15 eo0 5 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NBI 0.00o
BOOSTER NttBF2 0.000 30.000
BOOSTER NitBF6 0.000 30.000









DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATI(O DESCRIPTION
(K54901 n N-SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
(154903) NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
























*2 Ww W~W zw WWWWgW w Wlw ,1 1 - -w§- __ ____."Al
b -- ----~~~~~~Al
i
O IS t0 5
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIGN DESCRIPTION
(K5490D) NSFC 51 NSFC PRESSURE FEO
(154903) SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FEO
(K54907) 0 NSFC 51S NSFC PRESSURE FEO
MACH
tO to 50 3 3 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DINDRL
BOOTER NIB1 0.000
BOOSTER NIBSF2 0.000 S0.000































0 ' t ... ... . 0-e* 5. 40 e ... . 4 ,. so,. .* ' . so0 * 0 15 tO f 50 35 40 45 50 15 60 6!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN BETA DIHDRL REFERENCE INFORMATION
(K54901) NSFC 5168 SFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB1 0.000 SREF 0.9330 $5.IN.(154903) # NSFC 518 "SFC PRESSURE FED BOSTER NIBIF2 0.000 30.000 LREF 7.2230 IN.




MACH D0.99 SCALE 0.0034MAcHc 0.0
PAGE 5
EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
ti











O S SO t· IL* 8S ~JO B·    S  6  
SYMNBOL CIOFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED B
NSFC 5t1 NSFC PRESSURE FED B(
NMSFC 51 .MSFC PRESSURE FED B
MACn
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
SOOSTER NIBI 0.000
ROOSTER NIBIF2 0.000 30.000






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN BETA DIHDRL
2 NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1BI 0.000
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIIF2 1 0.00 30.000



























EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS




MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC SLB MSFC PRESSURE FED
NMSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
*0 . s 30' 55 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBI 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIFZ 0.000 30.000
BOOSTER NIBIF 0.UOO 30.000































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
T I I I I I) I I 1 I I v






MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NiBI D.000
BOOSTER NlBIF2 0.000 30.000













































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATION DESCRIPTICON
(K 4901) Q MSFC 51 NMSFC PRESSURE FED
(154903) SFC 510 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(K54907) 0 MSFC S10 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MACH
I













o rs 30so 5 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DINDRL
BOOSTER NB G.000 -
BOOSTER NI'BIF2 0.000 30.000
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10 0o 30 40 45 SO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(KS4901) n MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(154903) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED


























































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL -LONGITUD-INAL CHARACTERISTICS








10t is to as
ANGLIE OF
CONFIGURATIGN DESCRIPTION
#SFC 918 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB
MSFC 168 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1BIF6




6 0.000 30.00000.000 50.000
1.200












ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL
N MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1tB 0.000
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N2IBIF 0.000 30.000










































NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BS
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED S
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED B
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
IOSTER NIBI 0.000
OOSTER NIBIF2 0.000 30.000
















































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





_ _/ g H~~~~'401
__ S g 4el
0 0 u5 1 is
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(K54901) Q MSFC 516 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(154903) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(K54907) 0 MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MACH
- - - - - - - - -go 25 30 35 40 45
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EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I I I I I I I m it m 9 Ii m i m i l W I I i l I I I I I I I' Im
A AiAInnln
[X<<ffiXX~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
b _ __ =c= == = ===~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
l i<XnLLX~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'









NSF; bO NSHFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 SFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
LO rs 30 55 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
ICTA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBI 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF2 .D000 30.000















MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED C
N HSFC 518 "SFC PRESSURE FED 8(
MNSFC 51S MSFC PRESSURE F'D 8C
MACH
o e 50 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
K0OSTER NIBI 0 .00
IOOSTER NBleF 0. 000 30.000










































ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYHB0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DINDRL
MSFC sle MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI 0.000
NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB1F 2 0.000 30.000









































































































.-= _t = tSA=& %~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_e =_ S =T = = = : X t=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_=  =-==. = _-,92/.
10O 1is 0o Is
ANGLE OF
COPFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC 518 0SFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI
NSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFZ
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6


















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
'.4.. . .... is... Io a . . " 5 40 45 s 0 8 8 s0 o'
0~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ .0
=~~~ =-
0~~~~~~~~~~~l S5 *0) ll 30 t  &S 40 45 50 §5 60 65
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOW DESCRIPTION
(K54901) SFC 818 NSFC PRESSURE FED
(1549D3) SFC 518 3SFC PRESSURE FED



























































































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
g *IT
'R
-.1 T I 17 1LHHK L 1 T '1tJ
_ I _ I _I I _I I I I I  1 1
1 - i I i i I i -
10 iS o 30
ANGLE OF ATTACH
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO4
(KS4901) Q MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI
1154903) I MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(K14901) Q HSFC 51 NMSFC PRESSURE FED
(1i4903) SM3FC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
(K54907) O MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
NACH
I I I
t0 as 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBI 0.000
BOOSTER NIB1F2 0.000 30.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000
0.600
50 55





































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS







MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED

















































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
o S to is W0 as
ANGLE OF
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
H SFC SB1 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NMBI
NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBSFI
0 NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACH
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EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30. GREE DIHEDAL - LONGITUINL CHARACTERISTICS
..Il up I B l .1l *w. w1 |ll Ill
0 5 10 is LI 93 30 35 .40 45 so 55 so 65
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
2 NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED




















































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS1*I I - I I I U I I I I








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SNYBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(U54901) MSFC i8 NMSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N$BI
(054903) S M FC 51 NMSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2















































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
.. E ! ! E E ' ' ' I. ' ' ' ' I ' ' ' ' I ' ' , ' I ! E' E I ! T"H!
I
7~~~~~ _ _I _ _ _ _ _
4
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0 S 0 did dis N 30 35 40 45 'tO ,r~ ~n t
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1BI
MSFC 318 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2

































































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS








'1.4 1.L 1.0 0.8
DATA SET SYMB0OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTI];
(KR49 01) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FEI
(154903) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FEI
(CKr54907) * NSFc i18 NSFC PRESSURE FIE
MACH
0.e 0.4 o.3 0.0 -0.3 -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
)N90 BETA DIMDRL
D BOOSTER M1B1 0.000
O BOOSTER N:BIF2 0.000 30.000
0 BOOSTER NIBIFS 0.000 30.000
0.600

















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
14 77
Is 










DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(KS4901) Q MSFC 538 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(1549003) 11 MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED


































.4 0./.t 1.0 0.8
EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
ILO~~Il
is ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i
.. _ _ ._ __




co= , _ = .. . 1, .:. .........L.a $.0 0.8 0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICON
(K54901) NSFC *16 NSFC PRESSURE FED
(154903) NSFC l58 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(K54907T) 0 NSC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED
.6 0.4 0.3 0.0 -0. -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA DINDRL
BOOSTER NIB1 0.000
BOOSTER NiBIF2 0.00o 30.000





























EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS




-, -10_ -- 4 -2 O 2 4 8 _ 
SIDE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIIN DESCRIPTION
(K54006) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(854010) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(54005) MSFC 516 MSFC PRESSURE FED


































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
I - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
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-8 iX+ ·F iHM · ,iI ~, 
-10 - e - 6
SYNi OL CCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONQ NSFC 18 MSFC PRESSURE FEO
HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
N HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED























































-'- -tO -· - S - 4 - I 0 ~ 4 S I!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 2in 2I
SIDE
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED








































































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
~~~~.Aa
.o _ 4_____a







.-12 -go -e -6-4 -a_ . . ,
-61 -tO - * -6 -* 0 2 46 8 tO 12
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN.
(K54006) Q NSFC 516 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
(54010) MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
(554005) SFC 51S N FC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER






















































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS









MSFC 518 MSFC I
HSFC 518 MSFC P
MSFC 518 MSFC I











































-'12 -oSIE -8 -4 LIP
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYM0BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(K54006) M HSFC 518a SFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NISBF2
(S54010) HSFC 51t NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1BIF6
(S54005i 8 MSFC 51 NHSFC PRESSU E FED BOOSTER NiBIF2
(554009) HSFC 5S1 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NlBSIF
MACH 1.201
ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL REFERENCE INFORNATION
3D.DOO 30.000 SREF 0.9330 SQ.IN.
30.000 50.000 LREF 7.2230 IN.
SOD.UO 3D.000 BREF 7.2230 IN.






















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 30 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
I













MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED




















































O -. 3 '
LL
z
-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
SIDI
DATA SET SYM8O. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(K54006) NSFC 18 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFP
(854010) NSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(544005) MSFC 518 $SFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF p
(85400) NHSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACH





































.0O 5 lo iS O 
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(Ns4901) Q HSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI
(154911) LI MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2

















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE OIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
It
%1
aa.. . . . _ _ 30 7tY 4'4 o 5 o
* .__ __ __ __ __4/
.7 -- 7
o -~~~~~~~~---'-~~~~~~~~~~- 1~~~~0 15f sO tS S 0 SS 4 0 45 50 55 60 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
("5491) NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BE
(3411t) M SFC 5SI MSFC PRESSURE FED SC
(KS4914) 0 NSFC 510 NSFC PRESSURE FED B
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IETA DIHDRL
OOSTER NIBI 0.000
0OOSTER NIBIFZ 0.000 0.000

















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS











NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
o0 25 0 55 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBi 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF2 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBiF6 O.00 O.O000
1.200























FFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL













0 S 10 $$ 8O L55
ANGLE OF A
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(N54901) l NSFC 515 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI
(154911Z) NSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED 800STER NIBItF
(K54914) O HSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACH 1.200
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 0.93SD S,.IN.
0.000 0.000 LREF T.2230 IN.






0 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL
# NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI 0.000
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2 0.000 0.000




























EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
0 5 10 tS 2o 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 Go 65
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1SFC S18 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBt
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFR





















































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
10 15 2O 30 40 45 SO 55 60 65
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H54901) C NSFC 51 HMSFC PRESSURE FED
(154911) L SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
























































































OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE
-LEO . ........ . . . . ........
* O 0 15 20 85
ANGLE OF I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION
(MH401) SFC 518 SFC PRESSURS E FED BOOSTER NItI
(154r011) Z5 SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NlBIF2
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_ 1. _ 
_ 
_'1 7-i 1|
a 5is ro rs 3s 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
50 55 s0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(N54901) M:SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI
(J54g911) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1BIF2





















































1 .4 - 1.! 1.0 0.6 0.46 0.4
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
"54901) MQ FC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED B005TER N1BI
(154911) ZLI SFC 518 H9FC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2
(K54914) 0 SFC 516 MSFC PRESSURE FEC BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACH

















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
. I ~ C l i ~ i iItb I I l L L ~EI 1 
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EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS









.'0-i |-a @-l l-c @@-~ l- 04 0 2
*- to-s - S· - * - 4 - ! O E 4 e 8 S0 $R
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(54013) Q MSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED








































- = = ==_____________ = = ____________ = = == _________ I ____ ______
._ =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-10 - - 6 - 4 -i 0 .4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA DIHDRL
(54013) Q MHSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2F3 30.000 0.000
(554016) NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBiF6F4 30.000 0.000
MACH I.W02
! ! 









































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 0 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTILINAL CHARACTERISTICS
4.. . . . ... . . . .~ . . . . . . . . . . .. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
-. .fl -a -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPT1IGN
(854013) M SFC 51 MSFC PRESSUR FED DOMSTER NISIF2F3





































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I I
I I I I I I 1 I I I _ I 
-~~~~ ---: -_.e 1II
I
15 L0 2S 50 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H54901) D MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(154917) LI MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
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EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
11
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
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6< = X} 
I
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC 516 NSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 tSFC PRESSURE FED
O MSFC 118 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MACH
IO D S0 5 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
i BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NiB 0.000 
BOOSTER NIBIFr2 0.000 45.000




















Is so 55 60 es5 10
EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I I.
_ __--_- II --.-











MSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED
HSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
to0 5 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SETA oIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBI 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF2 0.000 45.000








































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
===~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ == .=== == .. 
0 5 a10 iS to es 30 3S 40 45 So 55 Go es
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC 51S NSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 51 NMSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBI 00DO
BOOSTER NIBIF2 0.000 45.000































































DATA SET SYMBOL COFIURATIN DESCRIPTION
45:4:01) Q SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI(I1491I) a MSFC 51 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFP
(154917) NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6(K54921) ~ MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FEO BOOSTER NIB2LF6
MACH

















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
LO S .O S35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(149D01) NSFC SI1S SFC PRESSURE FED
(154917) NSFC 516 NSFC PRESSURE FED









































o- 0 so 5S 60 eSS lo is
EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
S490J) Q NSFC 518 MSFC PRESURESSURED
(154917) Li NSFC 510 NSFC PRESSURE FED
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EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND ,45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
lo. ___. wil _og low ..___







#SFC 318 M$FC PRESSURE FED 800STER NIBI
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFI

















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
.. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~..L-
a i n ! ! on i an i- n 
_ .
. . : .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIO(N
(N54901) C NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(J.54917)Rl MHSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED










































































i -- = == = ==t
0.6 0.4
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION
(N54901) n SFC 5t8 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI
(1549t?) NSFC 51 NS#FC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBtF2
(K54921) O MSFC 510 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACH
II I
































EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
4









-10 - 8 - e - 4 -- 2
SIDE SLIP
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC 518 nSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER8 NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER




















































-12 -I0 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(5s4019) Q MSFC 51i MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1BIF2
(K54023 NSFC 318 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(554020) a MSFC 518 SF'C PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NlBIF2


















EFFECTS OF FIN SIZE AND 45 DEGREE DIHEDRAL - LAT-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS









DATA SET SYMBOL CONF'CURATION DESCRIPTION
(S54019) 8 MSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BoOSTER
(K54023) a HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
(S54020) SFC 518 H FC PRESSURE FED 8COSTER












































































SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIOCN ALPHA DIHDRL
(854019) ) SFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2 30.000 45.000
(K54023) Z SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBtF6 30.000 45.000
(854020) a NSFC 318 KSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2 50.000 45.000





































EFFECTS OF TRANSITION STRIP - 0.6 MACH NSUMBER
0 "
a iS
DATA SET SYHeBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(054021) Q HSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FEOD D






I S i0 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
OOSTER NIBIFS O.OOO 45.000

































DATA STE SYMNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(654021) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED




















































( 54021) N 
(854028) NI1. 2 
MACH
--I !TT : ! E I-l ! I E g I 
====--~~~~~~ =1 ===
S 1o0 1s O as 30 a5 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL
SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 45.000
SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6 * TS 0.000 45.000
0.599




























s IO 1 5 3I S 3
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYMBOL C(NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

















FFIrrTqC RE TDIAICITIIU cTDIP - n I aIru I d lUIMArL I Lc. ulJ Ir An 11nn l u l iln! r - u. ilnun RUnDLtn
0
0 3 40 4 50 55 0 5
0 * *0 I tO 05 :S 35 40 45 SO 55 60 65
ANGLE OF ATTA
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(I54021) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6














































EFFECTS OF TRANSITION STRIP - 0.6 MACH NUIBER
·
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(s34021) NSFC s18 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(854028) SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
MACn
.1.
O 3" 0 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACKI. ALPHA. DEGREES
I ETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIB1r6 O.000 45.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 * TS 0.000 45.000
0.o99

































NIBI - EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
i ! ! ! ! ! i ! ! ! ! ! ~ ! ; ! ! ; ! ! ! i i · w i i i. ! ! ! i i i i ! i ! I ii · ! i ! · ! i ! · , ! i
la is LD Is sO 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000D
DATA MIST. CODO STVC*EG
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI
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DATA HIST. CODE $TV*E*G













































so 55 60 65F5 Ao 35 40 45
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA HIST. CODE STV*E*G






YNRP - 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0034
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000
DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*G







































Go as10 is 30 55 40 45 so
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S2 30 35 40
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*C
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI





































NIBI - EFFECTS OF MACH NUHBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
i- ,,w r i, . , , I i l & i Tw ij
0 5 10 15 10 35 50 55 40 45 50 55 60 6,




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
VALUES
DATA HIST. CODE *TV*E*G











































0 S 10 15 t0 a5 30 35 40 45 o5 55 60 65
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOl MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.600 BETA 0.000 SREF 0.9330 SG.IN.
0.sg9 LREF 7.2230 IN.
BREF 7.2230 IN.
0 1.101 XMRP 4.3340 IN.
O t1.200 YRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*S
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NIBI - EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





t0 5 35 40 45


















































DATA MIST. CODE STV4*C*







NIBI - EFFECTS lF MACH NUMRFR - IflNGITUDnlNAI CHARACTERISTICS
O~~~~ s is to2 IS80 2 30 35 40 45 SD SS 60 6S









DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*G



































NIB1 - EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
~ ' ' i & 1 i i i . *t ,,,w i ! §w .i ~i 1w . w g i ,i i . w1 i iw T ,ii' ii
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I
DATA MIST. CODE STV4E*G



















































NIBI - EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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DATA MIST . .COE STV*E*C
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI





































NIBI - EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
10
IZ . _...
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DATA MIST. CODE STV4*e*
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DATA nIST. COOE STV*E*C,
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBI
50 55 60 65Is 30 35 40
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PAGE 85
0O as 30 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
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DATA MIST. COOE STV*E*G










































OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
V. 0-
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OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*G




























































- EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I




S S30 35 40
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0.000
DATA HIST. CODE STV*E*G
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- EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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DATA MIST. COCE STVEC*G
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB1
as SO 35 40 45


























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
O.000
DATA MIST. CODE SGC*G*G



























NIBI - EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA MIST. CCOE GC*G*











































NIBI - EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONG] TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I 1'













DATA MIST. CODE STVIE*G











































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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DATA HIST. COCD STVE*CG
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER .NIBI








EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - NIB1F2F3
,.,,-4 .,
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ALPHA 30.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. CDE S



























, - 6 -4 - 2 0 t
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARA4ETRIC VALUES
30.000 DINDRL 30.000
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EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - NIBIF2F3
4








-!t3 -o· - a _ -4 - a 0 a i 6 a 10


































DATA MIST. CODE S












SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 30.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. C(OE S




































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - NIBIF2F3















o - -6 -4 -2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIHDRL 30.000



































CS54026] 22 DEC 71 PAGE 99
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DHIDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. CODE S














































i2 4 4S a 10
DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
































DATA HIST. CODE S









EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER ON LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - NIBIF2F3
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SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 30.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA HIST. CODE S



















































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
t~~~a 
0 ~ s Ss ro rs I~O if 3 40 4S SO S5 60 65S
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(154914) Q HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(154907) SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(054921) O MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIB2F6 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000













































0 5 10 1is5 25
ANGLE OF I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(154907) S N FC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(054921) 0 MSFC 518 KSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACH 0.899
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 0.9330 SQ.IN.
0.000 30.000 LREF 7.2230 IN.






!_ ~f -%. 
. < D/ _, x__ ,-/ _r ^e,
/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1/
DATA SEl SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) Q MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(154907) L NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
(054921), O SFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED
tO IS 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DlNDRL
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 45.000































0.0 ' O 10 Is
MACH 1.198



















0.0 a to is to0 5 1O 15 30 rS
ANGLE OF
DATA SET BYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(15414)) Q DATA NOT AVAILAB
i
LE FC ALL CONDITIONS
(154907) SFC 1le MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(095421) 0 MSFC 51 M$SFC PRESSURE FEO BOOSTER NI BF6
NACH

















EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
1 _ 1 1 1 1__ 1_ _ _ _ _ _L"
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MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED B
NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BC
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BC
D a5 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
ODSTER N 1BF6 0.000 0. 00
DOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000





































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL
(154914) NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 0.000
(154907) NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFe 0.000 30.000


























EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBlF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
_ .. . .
A/' I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
________ I __-_ I -
0 = 9 10 1 20 2= = t 0 3= 40 4V 59 55 6s
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(15494. HMSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(154907) MSFC 518 USFC PRESSURE FED
(054921) 0 MSFC 518 MSFC PRESI*RE FED
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
I BETA D1DRL
BOOSTER N18IF6 0.000 0.000
B006TER NlBlr6 0.000 30.000

































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I __ __ __ _ -- _____ -__ __ __ _
-- , 
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC $18 NYSC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NSBtF6

















EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
!! W ! I ! I I I'T l 1T IT .T- I- w -III f eTTTil TIT- fill J T! !TIr!
f~ ~1 is 20S es3 5 0A i
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MISFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 51 MSFC PRESSURE FED
su 55
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000












u ; lu is
EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIFG - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
0 5 10 i,5 30 35 50 35 40 45 S 50 5 80 685







NSPC 5'18 SFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED



































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
WI WB1 ! ! ! ! I ! !I IW o u IlB !-W I11 P1 IW I.P. I ! I ·
, , . . .. , . .. . ... .. . .* . .., * , ,. *. .* , * * .. .. . . * , . .,* . . .,.* . . . . .
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1154914) Q MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(15490T) SFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED
(054921) HSFC 51S NSFC PRESSURE FED
MACH
t0 IS SO3 3 4 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER N 1.F6 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000



























o 10 Is s05 so 55 e5
EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL
NSFC 5i8 HSFC PRESSURE FED
O NSFC S18 NSFC PRESSURE FED
to Is 50 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NSIBF6 0D.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 45.000
4.960
































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
5 l0 is a
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
1154914) Q MSFC 51e MSFC PRESSURE FED C
(15490T) L SFC 516 HSFC PRESSURE FED bC
(054921) 0 NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED DB
MACH
DO aS 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
OOSTER NIIF6 0 .000 0.000
KOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000
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0 5 10 1i 20 e5
ANGLE OF
DATA SET OYDOOL CON'FIGURATION DESCRIPTI:It
(154914) M SFC 510 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBF6
(1564907) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(034921 ) 0 NSFC 5108 SFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACN










































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
! ... ... ... - - ! ! ! w I I ! ''i'!'' .. ! TiI ~E!I 
1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ · ! E!· 
5 to0 1
DATA SET SYMBO0L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) Q MSFC 518 SFC PRESSURE FED
(154907) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(054921) 0 NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
HACH
20 2S 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NlBIF6 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000
























EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIFG - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
,ii-ri -ri-,-1 i---I wrr- , I-T-r-r wii7 i--r 7ri.-r *§ *rrw- * T* r** **r ri- r-r -rr r 
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C
(1S4907) NSFC 5J1 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(034921) 0 NSFC 516 MSFC PRESSURE FED
o0 s5 D0 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
ONDITIONS 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000

































a S 10 is
MACH 4.960
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DATA SET SYNBOL






MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
3SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 918 MSFC PRESSURE FED
tO as 30 s5 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
I ETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBiF: 0.000 30.000











































MSFC 51i NSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 nSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
I . V I F
sO asi 30 5 4u 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
I ETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBSIF 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000
























































_ _to As to is 30 55 40 45 so 55 60
UANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
U./
I
O 5 10 15 O 25  $S   50 55  6'
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICI DESCRIPTI4 BETA DIH0DRL REFERENCE INFORMATION






EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS














0 a 10 is
SYNDOL CONFIGURATIGN DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL 4
SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED




t0 ES S0 3S 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, ODEREES
BETA DIHDRL
CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIFS 0.000 30.000

































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
0 S t0 15 LI Rs5 50 35 40 45 50 55 G0 e5
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154D14) ) SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(154907) L NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(054921) 0 NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
NACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 0.000
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000




































FECT OF DIHEDRAL - NI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL
NMSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFG 0.000 0.000
Z SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBtF6 0.000 30.000








































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
i5 0 Is SO3 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
5D 55
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) R SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(154907) NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
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!III
EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIB1F6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6








































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIB IF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
T~~ 
=============~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0 S 0 5 . ro) 2S so T5 40 45 SO Bs eo es~




NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1BiF6





















































EFFECT OF DIHFDRAL - NIB1IF - INGITIInlNAI CHARACTFRISTICS
I II IIII I ! !I!I I· I io ! L I If-"rL 1L9 %p i.PlW I i#sllL %· I ~l~ I .14 ! 1I.
~~~~~~~~~-1
0 S SO 30LO S S 35 40 45 so ss go 65
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIGN
(14914) R NSFC I18 NSFC PRESSURE FED
(154907) NSFC 516 NSFC PRESSURE FED
(054921) MCSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DINDRL
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 0.000
00BSTER NIBIF D0.000 30.000
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EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - N1BIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
35
I I aI I I I I I I I -r r I
40 45 so50 55 60 6







MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
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EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIRIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I Ir f f I -





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C
(154907) N iSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(05492t) HNSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
NACH
oD 25 30 55 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
CONDITI0NS 0.00 0.000
BOOSTER NIBrF6 0.000 30.000











































1- - - I -
EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED S
* NSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED 8
0 NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED De
MACH
t0 S 50 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
003TER N1BIF6 0.000 0.000
I005TER NBI F6 0.000 30.000








































































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBlF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
.r-r-ri- , w-r- ,-,--- Twgi-r-T ir- -rr- -rw- _w r _- --









MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
NSFC 510 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6















































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIFG - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS











MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC S18 MSFC PRESSURE FED
NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
go as o0 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 O.OO0
BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 30.000








































-. 0 O a 10 l5 5
ANGLE OF I
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) , DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(154907) a NFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIOIF6
(0549zt) 0 NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MA CH































-. 8 ' 5 10 is to
I
D a5 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
so50 55 60 65
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIC(:
(0Q54914) MSFC 318 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(Q54907) MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED












































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NlBlF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
t _ -- _______ ______ ______ ________
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5 l0 15 o Y5 $0 40 45 50 55 eo .s







NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED












































































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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5U5 aU 15 t 25 3U0 35 4 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL
HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NiBIF6 0.000 0.000
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6 0.000 J0.000












EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I-
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NlBIF6
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6







































































PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIMDRL
(154914) M SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NlBIF6 D.000 0.000
(154907 MSFC 51B NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFB 0.000 3D.DDO




















1.4 1.2 1.0 0.8 O.6 0.4
PITCHING r
DATA SET SYM9OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) MC SFC C PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(154907) Z SFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FEO BOOSTER NIBIF6
(054092) O NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER N1BIF6
MACH




























S.4 o tO 0.8 O.6 0,4
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(154907) MSFC 518 1SFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(054921) 0 MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
MACH






























-0.6 -0.8 -1.0 -1 .2
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(154914) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(154907) NSFC 516 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6













































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS












DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION
(S54010) 0 NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(M54023) NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
(554009) NSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED










































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIB1F6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS





-_ -10 - - -4 - 0 2 4 6 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 51S MSFC PRESSURPE FED
MNSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE. FED
NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED











































EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
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NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MNSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 5S8 MSFC PRESSURE FED
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED




























































EFFECT OF DIHEORAL - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
-SO 6 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. OEGR
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
MSFC 516 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
a MSFC 51i MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER


































































-'- -- 10 _ 8 6 4 - 4 6 8 la 1
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA DIHDRL REFERENCE INFORMATION
(S54101) Q NSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6 30.000 30.000 SREF 0.9330 SQ.IN.
(H5402) H 1SFC SIx SFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB1F6 30.000 45.000 LREF 7.2230 IN.
(s54009) M HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB1F6 50.000 30.000 BREF 7.2230 IN.
(54024) HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6 50.000 45.000 XMRP 4.3340 IN
YNRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 0.OOui IN.
4ACH 0.901 SCALE 0.0034R*Cn o~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~eol~~~~005
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EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIFG - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
, i , WT 1i w w1 '1E i I-r i T wTBF- w w*F 11'i i-'1w i
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SFC 518 MSFC PRFESSURE FED BOOSTER
HSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER
NSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER


















































































-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -I
SIDI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(554010) Q HSFC 518 NSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(H540231 MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(554009) M HSFC 5I1 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
(M5402) I MSFC 518 HSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NlBIF6
MACH
















EFFECT OF DIHEDRAL - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I * __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ ' ' -- __ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _
IT ______ ___________ _____ _____ ______ _____
CONFICURATION
NSFC 518 HSFC I
NSFC 518 HSFC I
MSFC 518 MSFC I








-2 -1 0 I 3
SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
ALPHA DIHDRL
DOSTER NIBIF6 30.000 30.000
OSTER NIBIF6 30S.000 45.000
:OSTER NIBIF6 50.000 30.000























































--A. -6 - - - - 0 2 4 6 8 1O 12
SIDE SLIP
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 30.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CODE S





















































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=30
!m I ! --r-1 -I r-r-7 I I ! I I· I · I I w I I - a I I -I I I I -I
4D
,, . . 1 , ,, , D ,, ,, , . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .




-o1 -_0 -e -A -4 - a I 4 6 6 10 12





















UATA MIST. COOE S














-4 - Oa a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
30.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. COOE S












































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=30! i I ! I · ! ~ ! ! ! i)... if , , , ! i, , ,i · i , , , ! , , ,i , , , , , , . , ,
.Si ;
3
.t _ N \~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.1 
.1 6-. 
===__ =__I= 1 I I
-1 0 1 2























































DATA MIST. CODE S
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6







EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTI!S-ALPHA-1O
N Y1117 11 r ¶ 1 . ... . .* .V . . . . * . ..... V . . .W V *T - T V .- . .Tr




ALPHA 30.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CODE S
























































-. 025 - __
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.6 3.0 2.5 5.0 5~~~~~~~.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
MACH NUMBER
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION






SCALE 0.0034DATA 5 MST. CON F SC0DE .



































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=30
I ,,,,,,,,,,,,|...... I.... W.....
0.5
I I .? ·
1.0 1.5 2.0 3.0 3
MACH NUMBER
I.-
1.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 30.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CCE S















































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIREC[IONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=30
__ _ _ !i]
__ _ __ _ _ 
_ _ _ ._ _












ALPHA 30.000 DIHDRL 45.fnO
DATA MIST. CCOE aI



































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIB1F6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA:50
O!IE li Ew viiw dw E;i; il w i l e ;w- Il I;-;-l * ; 









-S ~ __ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _
- 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA HIST. CODE S
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB1F6
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EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIFG - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTFRISTIC'-AI PHA=:5









a e - 4 - Z
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, E
PARAM4ETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CODE S
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EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIFG - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=50
10 - -6 -4 -2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA HIST. CODE S
0 2
BETA, DEGREES





























































EFFEC1IS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA50Q
.. . . . . . .. . . . ...... 
. . .... .. . . .
. . . . . .
T I I I
====== == == ==
~~~~kI ZX










-1 0 1 
SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
DATA HIST. CODE S




























EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIB1F6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=50
' I I I I I I I I I i w 1 ' I a I I I I ' I I a I i ' I I a I I ' i ' I ' I I I I I I I I '
=====~~ ==I==
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
MACH NUMBER
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA HIST. CODE S


















































DATA MIST. COE 8
MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6
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EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERIS' rICS-ALPHA=50
I i !T ,l" .l l ,l l ,l l - - -ll l l , W l i. i i. l ~ ig, . Ww! .wi l .I 1 _
0.5 i.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
MACH NUMBER
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA S0.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CODE S














































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=50
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DATA MIST. CODE SCI














































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
.I I _ _ _ _ I_I  I. * . .. .... .. I .I .. .. I I 
5
BE TA
0o 1i L0 e5 30 35 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*G






































































D Is 90 Z5 30 35 4U
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 OIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*G
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EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBlF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
-- ll I I J ,1.1 IIII Illi I lll JIII frill. III !111wUg .§*gw IlJ *II !Ill
_ _ . : _~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fr
10 i5 O0 25 30 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 DINDRL 45.000
DATA HIST. CODE STV*E*G
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6





















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 DIMDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CCOE STV*E*G





















EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICSIIII I I III I 1 II1I 1 I I
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DATA HIST. CODE STVfE*G













































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
NACH PARAMETRIC VALUES











































(154921) 22 DEC 71 PAGE 172
EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIB1F6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I


























































DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*G
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIFG
k
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o S to 5 i0 es 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
SYMiSL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES




DATA HlST. CODE STVOE*G
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF6










(154921) 22 DEC 71 PAGE 174







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*G
















































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF6 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I
is I 0 as
ANGLE OF
PARAtMETRIC VALUES
0.000 DIHDRL 45 .OD
I S30 35 40
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA HIST. CODE SGC*G*G
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIB1F6


























































I 0.e 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.0 -0.2 -0.4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 DIHDRL 45.000
DATA MIST. CODE STV*E*G
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NlBIF6


















































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF2 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=30

















P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA MIST. COE S


























EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF2 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=30
- - 6
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 30.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. COODE S
























































- 4 - a 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ie
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EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - NIBIF2 - LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS-ALPHA=20










- 6 -4 -2 o E
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VA LUES
30.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. COOE a
MSFC 518 MSFC PRESSURE FED BOOSTER NIBIF2 (S54006)












































a ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~- -* -
-e -s -4 -3 -a -i a 2 3~8  46
ALPHA
SIDE FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
PARAMETRIC VALUES
30.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. COCE S





























































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PARANMTRIC VALUES
0.000
DATA MIST. CODE NSTV*E*G


























EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - N2B2 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS





























25 30 35 40
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA HIST. CODE NSTV*E*C
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2















































S to 15 0O 25 5D 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE NSTV*E*G




























(154929) 22 DEC 71 PAGE 184
FFFFETS nF MACH NIIMRFR - N2R2 I fNGITIInlINAI CHARACTFRISTI CS
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DATA MIST. CODE MSTV*E*G
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X











































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - N2B2 LONGITUDINAI CHARACTFRIST ICS
wil w w_ _l' li gi Iw, ! e 'F l _._ il igi* 
.F . n 4 a on IN~t in U. .
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. . .. _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BE TA
ID iS to Y5 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA.
PARAMETRIC VALUCS
0.000
DATA MIST. CODE HSTV*E*C




















































0 5 S 50 60 65
PAGE 186
EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - N2B2 LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERIST1ICS




















































OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA MIST. CODE MSTV*E*G
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2
I
PAGE 187
















DATA HIST. CODE NSTVO*G
NSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2
35 40 4S
ALPHA. DEGREES







































EFFECTS OF MACH NUMBER - N2B2 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
d IS -






5S 30 35 40
OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA MIST. CODE MSTV*E*G
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DATA MIST. CODE NSTV*E*C
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2 PAGE 190
OF MACH NUMBER - N2B2
BE TA
LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
t0 3S 0 Bs 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000
DATA MIST. CO)E NGcC*G














































EFFECTS OF MACH NBER - N282 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m .... e 
V ·t











PARA WETRIC VALU S
0.000
DATA HIST. CODE 8lTV*oeG
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2
.· .t .8 .0
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CL.M
i

















































EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
; *III I ~Jl! I |g$,! . tgff~r -ff-! m r fflff rrr I'gB! ff* g*T-!rm rr*















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H54055) SFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2BEF7
(K940D33) I MSFC 1JS PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7.

































EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
lel! I~ l' ~ i Jil III II I **l !il III I~! liE ; ! 1 l
==== = ======= =~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ IIaI_ i _I__ _I_ _I_ I____ I- __ _ _ _ _
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ 1II A I I IA A. 
-A
==I a I _I _ IL I = I ==I =I =I I
0 5 o0 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ,
OATA SET SYMCL2O CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H54035) NSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2FT
(K54053) N3SFC 5ie PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F?
(4540S1) O NSFC 510 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
I I




























































0 * 10 Is tO as
ANGLE OF 
DATA SET SYMIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(HN4DS) 1 4SFC 518 PRESS FED B005TER CONFIG X N282F7
(K54033) HSFC I5 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIGC X NB2F7


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA &CT SYMDIOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN BETA DIHDRL
(HS40:5) MNSFC 5'i PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N282FT O.000 0.000
(t54D*3)3 MSFC 5,0 PRESS FEO BOOSTER CONFIG X NZB2F? o.ooa 30.000












EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~__
0 * 10 lS i0 8S S5 0 35 40 45 SO 55 S60 65
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H54035) Q HSFC 518 PRESS FED B0OSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
(K540D3) MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7




















































O 5 10 15 20 L5
ANGLE OF
DATA OZT ,SY1OL COCFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H54055) NSFC 510 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N282F?
(K54033) NSFC 51 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2E2FT

















EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
, i i / · !i ! 1 i 1 /i i ·· 1 ~] !i 11 /1 i 
=== = === = ====~~~~~~ii
-== == =0 =-= =-- 03S4 SSOS 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION
(H54035) I MSFC 518 PRESS I
(KS4033) NMSFC 518 PRESS r
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65
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATa ?ZT SYW;OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H540S, ) Q WSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
(CK540D;) ZS NSFC 18 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7




































































EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
10 is 0o s5
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(H54035) Q HSFC s18 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X NZBEFI
(KS403S) MSFC 5Si PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2BPF?
(15401S) 0 NSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
MACH
I





















EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I I I I I I I I I I i
__ I I I I I I I I I I I I
0 I lO I Ii9 Io aI 30 35 40 I sO 55 s0 65
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DaTA CZT GYNGOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA DIHDRL
(W;540 3) SFC =51 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7 0.000 O.000
( 5g40'3) ZS RC 518 P ESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F? 0.000 30.000












































EFFECTS OF DIHEORAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
.',t i;;! I.... ;. i .e.- .,... ... ... .. .. , ... !. I 'i ;ll i
10 15 20 25 30 .35 40 45 50 55 s 65
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNBOL. CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(H54035) Q 4SFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2FT
(K54033) L MSFC 510 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
































EFFECTS OF DIHEORAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
0 S 10 t 5 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
ANGLE OF
DAYA C'-T SYNQL CO4FIGUMATION DESCRIPTION
(H540D5) Q WSFC 510 PRESS FED BOOSTER COXFIG X N2B2Fr










































EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
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MSFC 510 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F?
HSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N282F?
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EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
I I !F _I I_ I r I _ I I I I I I I I I I I I I _
A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-A
_ -I ________ _s E__ _ 
; 0 10 1; ltO 2' 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
YtlczOL CO3IFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
.N3FC 513 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2E2F7
Q SiFC 5i3 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F?













































EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
-Elw I W I Ww I wW I I I 1 1 1 1 1 'WWwI wWww wWI! 
, s o0 5 20 5
ANGLE OF A
SYMBOL CONFIGURATICO DESCRIPTIOC
MSFC I18 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2FT
a MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F?
O MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N282F?
HACH
'

















































































DATA Z7T SYN5OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(HS405) ISFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X NEB2F7
(R5408S) i N$FC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N262F?
(HN4031) ( NSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F?
I

















EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS








MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER Ca
NSFC 5t8 PRESS FED BOOSTER ca
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER ca
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA DIHDRL
"FIG X N2D2F7 0.000 0.000
NFIG X N282FT 0.000 30.000








































































10 1i 20 25
ANGLE OF,
CONFIGURATIQ4 DESCRIFTION
NSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2EB2F
NSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CCNFIG X N2B2F7
NSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
























EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
't l l l I l Wi. .~l Wil Will .,l .. ; 11T Ill IWr Ill! I'r .. l ..
_ _ 
__QH_==== i i~ ~ '
0.. o.r O.S 0.5 0.4
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMNBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(H54035) R MSFC s1S PRESS FED BOOSTER CGNFIG X N2B2F?
(K54033) MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
(H54031) 0 MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
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EFFECTS OF DIHEDRAL - N2B2F7 - LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS
r6 1 Trl llll il T'E Elr wil llw ww wl ww r . ll i ll l l l
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0.8 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.4
PITCHING
DATA ST OYISEOL CCNFIGUATION D0ECRIPTION
(H340,35) 1 a SFC 510 PRESS FED BOOSTER CCNFIG X N2B2F7
(K54D3) 2 MsFC 351 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N262F7
c(IK40S) 0 OSFC 510 PRESS FED EO4OSTER CONFICG X N2B2F?
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SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(K54034) H MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
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-sa -s _ - e - _ 0 2 S
-iP ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - -20 0 2 4 6 6 10 12
DATA SET OVND.L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(K54004) ) MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CC
ISG54032) NSFC 510 PRESS FED BOOSTER CC
rnA Cn
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA DIHDRL
ONFIG X N282FT 50.000 30.000
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- S - 6 -4 -
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(K540S4) MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X NEB2F?
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DATA 6a.T SYI0O. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(r134053) Q MSFC 5A18 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
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SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(X5404) N HSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
(654032) Z NSFC 51S PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
NACN
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DATA Et SY400OL C(MFIOURATICN DESCRIPTION
(K54a04) g MN2C 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2FT
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DATA EST OrNCL CONFIGLUATION DESCRIPTION
(~o40u4) 2 WZC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F?
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r i I I
I i i 1 9I I 4E
I I__ I _I L I .
BE
s S0o Is o0 
ANGLE OF
PARANETRIC VALUES
TA 0.000 DINDRL 30.000
I I
ts 30 35 40
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA MIST. CODE HSTV#**A
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
PARA[ZTRIC VALUES
0.000 DINDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. CODE NSTV*4*A
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DATA MIST. CODE MSTV*E*A
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PARA4E TR IC VALUES
0.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. COOE NSTV*E*A
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
s5 40
ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA MIST. CODE NSTV*E*A
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t10 is to0 t
ANGLE OF
PARAMETRIC VALUES
V=TzA O.ODD DIHDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. CODE NSTVr**A
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
I
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t 30 35 40 40
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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DATA MIST. CODE NSTV*E*A












OF MACH NUMBER - N2B2F7 -
0 5 tO 15 E t 3 JU 45U 4 55U gu :
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
P9ACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.500 BETA 0.000 DIHDRL 30.000 SREF 2.1590 S.jN.
S .519 LREF 5.8590 IN.
BREF 5.8590 IN.
*.1 4 XNRP S.5150 IN.
2.740 YMRP O.0000 IN.
4.959 ZHRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE. 0.0034
D5TA MIST. CODE NSTVN*E*A
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DATA MIST. CODE MSTV*E*A
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
35 40
ALPHA. DEGREES
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0 a 10 15 to 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
BE TA
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA NIST. CODE NS9C*A*G
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DATA HIST. CODE NSTV*E*A
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7 PAGE 231
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.00D DIHDRL 30.000
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_____I_____
-tu -. - 4
SIDE SLIF
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIOHRL 30.000
- NGE 0 EGREES
P ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA MIST. COcE uS
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIHDRL 30.000
DATA S19T. CODE KS
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SIDE FORCE
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIHDORL 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE NS
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1.5 2.0 2.5 5.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
MACH NUMBER
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA S0.000 DIMDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. CODE NS
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PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 50.000 DIHORL 30.000
MACH NUMBER
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2.0 2.S MACH NUMBER3.
MACH NUMBER
30.000
DATA HIST. C[E NS
MSFC 518 PRESS FED BOOSTER CONFIG X N2B2F7
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ALPHA 50.000 OIHDRL 30.000
DATA MIST. COOE HSCI
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